USING THIS CHART
This flowchart will allow you to quickly ascertain which ToneShaper NextGen products are most appropriate for your guitar. Just start at the top by selecting your pickup configuration. Follow the appropriate link for each question, and you’ll arrive at the part number(s) (our SKUs) for NextGen units that will support your guitar.

In some cases you’ll find more than one option, and if so then you can read about the specifics for each of these SKUs on our website, and see which you think best fits your needs.

Where you see bolded SKUs (white background) as well as non-bolded SKUs (gray background), the bolded SKUs will typically support your application more perfectly. The non-bolded options will work, just not quite as well. Read the footnotes - or see our website - for clarification.

You can also see our NextGen Graphic Matrix, which gives a visual overview of our NextGen products. This can be helpful in quickly understanding the differences between the various “NG” series.

Because there are so many guitar models out there, we cannot provide a comprehensive listing - by guitar brand & model - of what fits what. Using this flowchart plus our graphic matrix should allow you to quickly determine appropriate options for your application. Give us a call if you have any questions, or if you need help selecting!

[1] 3-way switch; col-split® supported in middle position
[2] 3-way switch; col-split® supported in 24 positions
[5] Humbucker col-splitting supported
[6] Humbucker col-splitting not supported
[7] Middle switch position = middle pickup
[8] Middle switch position = neck/bridge pickups
[9] Blender wiring supported
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